Residual analysis is extremely important in regression modelling. Residuals are used to graphically and numerically check the overall goodness-of-fit of a model, to discover the direction for improving the model, and to identify outlier observations. Cox-Snell residuals, which are transformed from survival probabilities (SPs), are typically used for checking survival regression models for failure times. Survival probabilities are uniformly distributed under the true model when there is no censored failure time. However, the SPs for censored failure times are no longer uniformly distributed. Several non-random methods have been proposed to modify CS residuals or SPs in the literature. However, their sampling distributions under the true model are not characterized, resulting in a lack of reference distributions for analysis with these modified residuals. In this paper, we propose to use randomized survival probabilities (RSP) to define residuals for censored data. We will show that RSPs always have the uniform distribution under the true model even with censored times. Therefore, they can be transformed into residuals with the normal quantile function.
INTRODUCTION
Model checking is a crucial step in model building to ensure the validity of the statistical inference. Residual analysis is a conventional tool for model checking and diagnostics. Residuals of a model are used to graphically and numerically check the overall goodness-of-fit (GOF) of a model, to discover the direction for improving the model, and to identify outlier observations. Cox-Snell (CS) residuals [1] are widely used for checking survival regression models for failure times. CS residuals are transformed from the survival probabilities with the quantile function of the exponential distribution.
When failure times are not censored and the postulated model is the true model for them, the survival probabilities are uniformly distributed, hence, CS residuals are exponentially distributed. This reference distribution is the basis for model checking with CS residuals. To assess the model fit, the cumulative hazard function of the Kaplan-Meier (KM) survival function of CS residuals is commonly plotted and compared to the straight line with unit slope and zero intercept. A good alignment of these two lines indicates that the CS residuals are exponentially distributed, hence, the postulated model for the original failure times is appropriate. We can also employ some quantitative tests such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [2, 3, 4] to check the exponentiality of CS residuals.
Unfortunately, when there are censored failure times, the survival probabilities are no longer uniformly distributed.
Correspondingly, CS residuals are no longer exponentially distribution. Indeed, CS residuals are censored observations from a distribution. An empirical survival function of CS residuals can still be estimated with the Kaplan-Meier method, which can consider the censoring. Inspecting visually the shape of the empirical survival function is still a valid graphical method for model checking. However, this graphical checking for the overall GOF is insufficient for practical model diagnostics. We also want to perform conventional residual analysis for identifying the nature of model departure (such as non-linearity), for quantitatively testing the GOF, as well as for identifying outliers. A number of non-random methods have been proposed to modify CS residuals [5] , including the methods of adding CS residuals for censored times with a constant (e.g. 1), the martingale residuals [6] , the deviance residuals, and many others [7] . However, the sampling distributions of these modified residuals under the true model are not characterized, resulting in a lack of reference distributions for residual analysis.
In this paper, we propose to perform residual analysis with normally-transformed randomized survival probabilities (RSP). The key idea of RSP is to replace the survival probability of a censored failure time by a uniform random number between 0 and the survival probability of the censored time. We will show that RSPs always have the uniform distribution on (0, 1) under the true model. Therefore, RSPs can be transformed into normally-distributed residuals with the normal quantile function. We will call such residuals by normally-transformed RSP (NRSP) residuals. We conduct extensive simulation studies in three data generating scenarios to demonstrate that NRSP residuals are normally distributed when the fitted model is correctly specified; consequently, the Shapiro-Wilk normality test applied to NRSP residuals is well-calibrated for checking the GOF. Our simulation studies also show that NRSP residuals are versatile, that is, they can be used to detect many kinds of model mis-specifications, including mis-specified distribution family, mis-specified functional form of covariates, and violation of proportional-hazard (PH) assumption. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of NRSP residuals in assessing three models for a breast-cancer survival time dataset.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing residuals with an emphasis on clarifying their connections to survival probabilities. In this section, we also demonstrate the non-uniformity of survival probabilities when there are censored failure times with a simple example. In Section 3 we present the definition of randomized survival probabilities and illustrate that randomized survival probabilities are uniformly distributed under the true model even when there are censored failure times with the same example used in Section 2. In Section 4, we conduct simulation studies with three data generating schemes to investigate the performances of NRSP residuals, particularly, the percentage of model rejections under the true and mis-specified models. We compare the performances of NRSP residuals with those of two other residuals. Section 5 presents the results of applying the NRSP residual to a breast cancer survival time dataset. The article is concluded in Section 6.
SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES AND EXISTING RESIDUALS
In this section, we will review some existing residuals used in survival analysis. A central concept in these residuals is the survival probability. Suppose T * i is the true failure time of the i th individual, which we assume to be a continuous random variable in this article. Let t * i denote the realization of T * i . In many practical problems, we may not be able to observe t * i exactly, but we can observe that T * i is greater than a value C i . This is called right-censoring. Since we will consider only the right-censoring in this article, we will use the word "censoring" to mean the "right-censoring".
We first consider the situation without censoring. The survival function ofT * i based on a postulated model is defined as S i (t * i ) = P (T * i > t * i ), where the subscript i indicates that the probability may depend on a set of covariate variables associated with the i th individual. Using a simple probability argument, one can prove that the survival probabilities S i (T * i ) are uniformly distributed when S i (·) is the survival function of the true model for T * i . Let us emphasize that the uniformity of survival probabilities under the true model holds universally for all absolutely continuous S i (·) regardless of its specific form. Due to the uniformity, survival probabilities can be transformed into random variables with the quantile function of the desired distribution. For example, the widely used Cox-Snell (CS) residual is defined as:
CS residuals are a transformation of S i (T * i ) with the quantile function of the distribution exp(1); hence, they are exponentially distributed under the true model. The problem of checking the GOF of S i (·) for T * i is then converted to the problem of checking the exponentiality of CS residuals using various methods. For example, we can visually inspect the shape of the cumulative hazard function (estimated by Kaplan-Meier method) of CS residuals, which is expected to be a straight line with unit slope and zero intercept; we can also apply numerical GOF testing methods such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [4] to CS residuals. Transforming survival probabilities into exponentially-distributed CS residuals is only one option among many others. For example, one can also transform survival probabilities with the quantile of standard normal distribution [8] , defined as r n i (T * i ) = Φ −1 (S i (T * i )).
Then the checking of the GOF of S i (·) can be converted to the checking of the normality of r n i (T * i ). We will provide a simple example to illustrate the uniformity of survival probabilities. We generate 100 failure times, T * i , as follows: log(T * i ) = 2 + x i + i , where i is generated from the extreme-value distribution with a shape parameter γ set as 1.784, and x i is generated as a Bernoulli random variable with a success rate of 0.5. This model is called Weibull accelerated failure time (Weibull AFT) model [5, 9, 10] . We fit the true model, the Weibull AFT model, to the simulated dataset. Fig. 1a depicts the survival probabilities along with the two fitted survival function curves corresponding to x i = 0 and x i = 1 respectively, with their histogram shown in Fig. 1d . We can see clearly that the survival probabilities are distributed uniformly between 0 and 1. Now we turn to the situation with censored data. Let C i denote a continuous random variable that represents the censoring time for the i th individual. We cannot observe the true failure time T * i when T * i > C i . Instead, we only observe that T * i > C i . The observed failure times are realizations of the random variables defined as T i = min(T * i , C i ). To indicate the censoring status, the T i is accompanied with a censoring status indicator variable d i = I (T * i < C i ), which is equal to 1 if T i is not censored and equal to 0 otherwise. When there are censored failure times, the unmodified survival probabilities (USPs) calculated with S i (T i ) without accounting for the censoring effect are no longer uniformly distributed under the true model. This is because that a censored failure time, T i = C i , is smaller than the true failure time T * i ; hence, the survival probability S i (T i ) is larger than S i (T * i ). As a result, the distribution of USPs has more probability on the values near 1 than on the values near 0. As an illustration, for the failure times simulated from a Weibull AFT model and used in Figure 1 , we generate a set of censoring times C i from the exponential distribution with a rate parameter of θ = 0.08, which is chosen to yield a censoring percentage c ≈ 50%. We then set T i = min(T * i , C i ). Fig.  1b depicts the USPs along the two fitted survival curves, with their histogram shown in Fig. 1e . From the histogram, we can see clearly that the USPs are not uniformly distributed between 0 and 1; indeed the density of USPs increases from 0 to 1.
Since USPs are not uniformly distributed, CS residuals transformed from USPs are not exponentially distributed either. A number of methods have been proposed to modify USPs and CS residuals. The USPs for the censored failure times (T i ) are larger than the actual survival probabilities of the true failure times (T * i ) if they are observed. Therefore, a modification method is to shrink the USPs of the censored failure times by a factor of η ∈ (0, 1):
We will call the above shrunken survival probabilities by modified survival probabilities, shortened by MSPs. Transforming the MSPs with the quantile of exp(1) results in the modified CS residuals with a constant ∆ = − log(η) added to the CS residuals of censored failure times, which are defined as follows:
There are many different choices for the shrinkage factor η or ∆ in the literature based on different arguments; see [5, 7] . ∆ = 1 is often chosen for convenience, which corresponds to η = 1/e ≈ 0.368. With ∆ = 1, r c i (T i , d i , ∆) for a censored T i is the mean of r c i (T * i ) conditional on T * > T i under the true model. To see this, we use the memoryless property of exponential distribution, which says that, if X ∼ exp (1) , then X − c |X > c ∼ exp(1); hence, E (X − c |X > c) = 1. One can also choose η = 0.5 (correspondingly, ∆ = log(2) ≈ 0.693). With η = 0.5, S i (T i , d i , η) for a censored T i is the mean of S i (T * i ) conditional on T * i > T i under the true model. Transforming the MSPs with the quantile of exp(1) is only one option. One can also transform the MSPs using the quantile of normal distribution [8] , defined as follows:
We will call the above residuals by NMSP residuals in this article. We will investigate the performance of NMSP residuals with η = 1/e (∆ = 1) in comparison with the new residuals presented in Section 3. There are other methods to define residuals with a similar method as shrinking the UPS. For example, Nardi and Schemper [8] proposed to use the mean of r n (T * i ) = Φ −1 (S i (T * i )) conditional on T * i > T i to define a residual for a censored T i ; the formula is given in [8] . From the above review, we see that there could be numerous methods to define residuals for censored times by modifying the UPS or a transformation of the UPS to their means with respect to the conditional distribution of T * i given T * i > T i [11] . However, a common drawback for these modified residuals is that their sampling distributions are very complicated due to the censoring and cannot be characterized clearly with a known distribution or probability table.
Therefore, there is a lack of reference distributions for us to check the GOF and identify outliers. As an illustration, the third column of Figure 1 displays the modified survival probabilities (MSPs) with η = 1/e on the top and the histogram of the modified survival probabilities at the bottom, for the same dataset used for explaining the USPs. We see that the modified survival probabilities with a fixed shrinkage factor are not uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 although the over-large USPs of the censored times are shrunken to smaller values. However, there is an anomaly concentration of values in the region around 0.4 due to censoring. There is not a unified method to characterize the distribution of the USPs under the true model because this distribution depends on the distribution of the censoring times C i , which varies for different datasets. The same problem occurs to transformed USPs.
Other residuals or residual analysis tools have also been proposed for regression with censored data; see [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and the references therein. We review two of them. Martingale residual [6] is defined
A purpose of introducing the martingale residual is to centralize CS residuals such that they have mean 0. This is clearly true for uncensored times but not for censored times. Although martingale residuals have mean 0 for uncensored times, they are not symmetric about 0 because they are exponentially distributed. The deviance residuals was introduced by Therneau et al. [6] by following the definition of the deviance residual for generalized linear models [20] . Deviance residuals are viewed as a transformation of martingale residuals such that they are more symmetric around 0 [7, 21, 22] . However, the exact distributions of these residuals under the true model are still unknown.
Due to the lack of reference distributions for the aforementioned residuals, the most widely used tool for checking survival models for censored data is still to visually inspect the shape of the KM cumulative hazard function estimated based on the unmodified CS residuals:
and the censoring status indicator d i . In estimating the cumulative hazard function, the unmodified CS residuals are regarded as censored data from a distribution, which is exp(1) under the true model. KM method estimates the survival function of this distribution by treating censored and uncensored observations differently. Therefore, the survival function estimated by KM method based on the unmodified CS residuals and the censoring status indicator d i is still a theoretically justified estimate of the survival function of the original CS residuals, ie, r c i (T * i ). We can still check the alignment of the cumulative hazard function of CS residuals against the straight line with the unity slope and zero intercept. However, this graphical checking for the overall GOF is insufficient for practical model diagnostics. We also want to perform conventional residual analysis for answering these questions: (1) checking the GOF with a numerical test, (2) identifying the nature of model discrepancies, such as non-linear covariate effects and mis-specification of distribution family (3) identifying outlier failure times.
RANDOMIZED SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES

Definition of Randomized Survival Probabilities
We will propose a new residual analysis tool. The key idea in defining the new residual is to randomize the survival probabilities of censored times into a uniform random number between 0 and S i (T i ) for censored T i . In other words, the fixed shrinkage factor η in the modified survival probabilities is replaced by a random number U i uniformly distributed on (0, 1). The randomized survival probability (RSP) for T i is defined as:
where U i is a uniform random number on (0, 1], and S i (T i ) is the unmodified survival probability. We will show that the randomized survival probabilities, S R i (T i , d i , U i ), are uniformly distributed on (0, 1) under the true model. Therefore, they can be transformed into residuals with any desired distribution. We prefer to transforming them with the normal quantile function as follows:
where Φ −1 (x ) is the quantile function of standard normal distribution. We will call the residuals in (8) by normallytransformed randomized survival probability residuals, shortened by NRSP residuals. Due to the universal normality of NMSP residuals under the true model, we can conduct residual analysis with NMSP residuals for censored data in the same way as conducting residual analysis for normal regression. There are a few advantages of transforming RSPs into NRSPs. First, the methods and tools for checking the normality of normal regression residuals are familiarized by most statisticians and rich in the literature. These tools can be exploited directly to check the normality of NRSP residuals for identifying a variety of violations of normality, such as skewness, over-dispersion, and lack of independence [23] .
Second, transforming RSPs into normal deviates facilitate the identification of extreme survival probabilities, such as 10 −5 or 1 − 10 −5 . The frequency of such small survival probabilities may be small compared to the total sample size, hence, it is hard to identify them by looking at survival probabilities directly through their histogram (because of the small frequency) or scatterplot (because of the bounds at 0 and 1). However, the presence of such extreme survival probabilities (even very few) is a strong evidence of model mis-specifications-either the distribution tail (ie, the error component) is too light or the link function to covariates (ie, the signal component) is mis-specified. After the normal quantile transformation, such extreme survival probabilities will have large magnitude to be easily identified.
Proof of the Uniformity of RSP
We will prove that the randomized survival probabilities, S R i (T i , d i , U i ), are uniformly distributed on (0, 1) when S i (·) is the true survival function for T * i , which T i is based on. We first show that the survival probability, S i (T * i ), for the original failure time, T * i , is uniformly distributed on (0, 1). This fact can be proved by calculating the probability P (S i (T * i ) ≤ x ) for x ∈ (0, 1) as follows:
is the inverse function of S i (·). When S i (·) is not strictly invertible, the proof involves more subtle details. However, the uniformity of S i (T * i ) is universally true as long as S i (·) is continuous. The uniformity of of S i (T * i ) implies that the conditional distribution of
given T * i is greater or less than a value c will be used next. To ease the proof, we will rewrite S R i (T i , d i , U i ) as a function of the original failure time T * i , the censoring time C i , and the random number U i as follows:
We will show that the conditional distribution of S R i (T * i , C i , U i ) given C i = c is uniform on (0, 1). To proceed, we will assume that T * i and C i are independent, that is, the censoring times are non-informative to the original failure times. Based on this assumption, the distribution of S i (T * i ) is unchanged by conditioning on C i = c. Hence, given T * i ≤ c and C i = c, the RSP is equal to S i (T * i ), and it is uniformly distributed on (S i (c), 1). And, given T * i > c and C i = c, the RSP is equal to U i S i (c) and is uniformly distributed on (0, S i (c)) due to the uniformity of U i . In addition, the probability of T * i > c given C i = c is S i (c). Let λ(B) be the length of an interval B on (0, 1). Using the total probability rule, we can derive the following equations:
Since the conditional distribution of S R i (T * i , C i , U i ) given C i = c is uniform on (0, 1), the marginal distribution of
is uniform on (0, 1) too after the C i is marginalized away by applying the total probability rule again. The proof that the randomized survival probabilities are uniformly distributed on (0, 1) is completed.
In the above proof, we assume that the postulated model S i (·) is the true model for T * i . In practice, the S i (·) needs to be estimated with sample data. For example, we often assume a parametric model for S i (·), such as an AFT model, and then estimate the parameters in S i (·) with sample data. When the same dataset, T i , i = 1, . . . , n, is used to estimate the model parameters and used to check the estimated model, there is a conservatism problem due to the double use of the dataset. Specifically, survival probabilities are more concentrated around 0.5 than the uniform distribution on (0,1).
Correspondingly, NRSP residuals may be more concentrated around 0 than exactly distributed as N (0, 1). However, this conservatism is believed to be very small when the sample size n is much larger than the number of parameters. In this article, we focus on illustrating the concept of NRSP residuals using relatively simple models for which this conservatism is minor. Furthermore, our empirical results show that the Shapiro-Wilk normality test applied to NRSP residuals is more resistant to the conservatism than the KS test. However, when a very complex model (for example with many covariates) is fitted to a small number of failure times, it is necessary to apply cross-validation methods to compute NRSP residuals.
Illustration of the Uniformity of RSP
We illustrate the uniformity of RSPs with the same dataset as used in Figure 1 . Figure 2a depicts the RSPs along with the two fitted survival curves when the true model (Weibull AFT) is fitted to the dataset. We see that for the uncensored times the survival probabilities are calculated with the survival functions and for each censored time T i , the survival probability evaluated at observed T i is replaced by a random number between 0 and S i (T i ). The histogram of the RSPs in Fig. 2b shows clearly that the RSPs are uniformly distributed on (0, 1). As a comparison, we also fitted the log-normal AFT as a wrong model for this dataset. Figure 2c and 2d display the RSPs and their histogram. We see that due to the mis-specified distribution family, the RSPs are not uniformly distributed, with more probability on the interval (0.1, 0.7)
than the region near 0 or 1. 
SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to investigate the performances of NRSP residuals in detecting three kinds of model mis-specifications: (1) mis-specified distribution family, (2) mis-specified functional form of covariates 
Detection of the Mis-specification of Distribution Family
In this simulation setting, we generated datasets with the same way as the illustrative example presented in Section 2 and Section 3. In particular, we generated original failure times from a Weibull AFT model with log(T * i ) = 2 + x i + i , with i generated from the extreme-value distribution with a shape parameter of 1.784, and the censoring times C i were generated from exp(θ). We set three different values of θ to obtain three different censoring percentages (c):
20%, 50%, and 80%. We generated datasets with varying sample size n ranging from 100 to 1000. We then examined the performances of various residuals after we fitted the true model (Weibull AFT) and a wrong model (log-normal AFT) with the same linear link function, log(T * i ) = β 0 + β 1 x i + i , to these datasets. The shape parameter of the Weibull distribution was estimated with sample data.
We first look at the performance of NRSP residuals on a single dataset with the sample size n = 800 and θ = 0.08, which induce a censoring percentage c ≈ 50%. Figure 3 displays the NRSP residuals against the fitted values and their normal QQ plots under the true and the wrong models. Under the true model, the NRSP residuals are randomly scattered without exhibiting any pattern and they are mostly within the interval (-3, 3). Conversely, under the wrong model, there are more NRSP residuals with an absolute value greater than 2; especially we see that some residuals are greater than 4. The difference of the residual plots under the true and the wrong model is not very sharp from visual inspection. However, the QQ plots can reveal the non-normality of the NRSP residuals under the wrong model. The QQ plot of the NRSP residuals under the true model ( Fig. 3b ) aligns nearly perfectly with the straight line with unity slope and zero intercept. However, under the wrong model, the QQ plot ( Fig. 3d ) deviates from the straight line in both the upper and lower tails. Fig. 3a also shows that the NRSP residuals of only the observed failure times (green triangles) are not normally distributed in that they are skewed to the right, which is caused by the censoring. Therefore, the randomization for the censored failure times is necessary to restore the normality for the NRSP residuals. The corresponding residual plots and QQ plots of the NMSP and deviance residuals are given in Figure S1 to S4 respectively. We see that the distributions of the NMSP and deviance residuals under the true model are far from the normal. The overall GOF can be further checked quantitatively by applying normality tests to the NRSP residuals. We simulated 1000 datasets using the same way as generating the dataset used in Figure 3 (n = 800 and censoring percentage ≈ 50%). For each dataset, we check the normality of the NRSP, NMSP, and deviance residuals using SW method. These GOF testing methods are denoted by NRSP-SW, NMSP-SW, and Dev-SW. We also check the normality of NRSP residuals with KS method (denoted by NRSP-KS) as a comparison. Figure 4 presents the histograms of 1000 We have investigated the performance of the NRSP residuals with datasets of varying sample sizes and censoring percentage. We generated 1000 datasets for each combination of a sample size n in the set of {100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000} and a censoring percentage c in the set of {20%, 50%, 80%} with the Weibull AFT model. The censoring percentage is controlled by varying the mean, θ, of exponential censoring times. Using the 1000 datasets generated under each setting of n and c, we estimated the probability of model rejections with the cutoff 0.05 for normality test p-values. Table 1 displays the percentages of model rejections for each combination of n and c for the four GOF testing methods. We see is lower than those of NRSP-SW, due to the conservatism of NRSP-KS. The true-positive rates of the NMSP-SW and Dev-SW methods are very high. However, these high true-positive rates do not imply that they are powerful because they have very high false-positive rates.
Detection of Mis-specified Functional Form of Covariate
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the NRSP residuals in detecting non-linear covariate effects in the data. The response variable is simulated from a Weibull AFT regression model with a non-linear link function:
log(T * i ) = 2 + 5 sin(2x i ) + i . The shape parameter of the Weibull distribution was set as 1.8, and the censoring times C i were generated from exp(θ). We set three different values of θ to obtain three different censoring percentages approximately equal to 20%, 50%, and 80%. We generated datasets with varying sample size n ranging from 100 to 1000.
The covariate x i was generated from (0, 3π 2 ). We considered fitting a Weibull AFT model assuming log(T * i ) = β 0 +β 1 x i + i as a wrong model, and fitting a Weibull AFT model assuming log(T * i ) = β 0 + β 1 sin(2x i ) + i as the true model. The shape parameter of the Weibull distribution was estimated with sample data.
We first look at the performance of the NRSP residuals on a single dataset with the sample size n = 800 and θ = 2.6, which induce a censoring percentage c ≈ 50%. We have also simulated 1000 datasets using the same way as generating the dataset used in Figure 5 
To further evaluate the performance the GOF test with NRSP residuals, we generated 1000 datasets for each combination of a sample size n in the set of {100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000} and a censoring percentage c in the set of {20%, 50%, 80%} with the true model. Table 2 
Detection of the Violation of PH Assumption
Finally, we investigate the performance of the NRSPs in detecting the violation of PH assumption. We first simulate a response variable from log-normal AFT regression model log(T * i ) = 2 + x i + i , with i generated from the normal distribution. The censoring times C i were generated from exp(θ). We set three different values of θ to obtain three different censoring percentages approximately equal to c = 20%, 50%, and 80%. We generated datasets with varying sample size n ranging from 100 to 1000. We fitted the Cox PH model with linear link function as a wrong model. We also fit the log-normal AFT model as the true model for the datasets.
The performance of NRSP residuals was first evaluated on a single dataset with the sample size n = 800 and the censoring percentage c ≈ 50%. Figure 7a Figure 7c and 7d present the corresponding plots of the NRSP residuals from fitting the wrong model. Although there is not a clear violation of the normality from the residual plot, we see that the NRSP residuals from fitting the Cox PH model are slightly asymmetric in that they are skewed to lower values; in addition, the QQ plot shows observable deviations from the diagonal line in the lower tail. Figure S9 to S12 display the NMSP and the deviance residuals plots and QQ plots. 
A REAL DATA EXAMPLE
In this section, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of the NRSPs in checking three AFT models for a recurrence-free survival dataset on breast cancer patients [24, 25] . A cohort study of breast cancer in a large number of hospitals was carried out by the German Breast Cancer Study Group to compare three cycles of chemotherapy with six cycles, and also to investigate the effect of additional hormonal treatment consisting of a daily dose of 30 mg of tamoxifen over two years. The patients in the study had primary histologically proven non-metastatic node-positive breast cancer who had been treated with mastectomy. The dataset is consolidated from 41 centres with a total of 686 patients. The censoring percentage is 56.5%. The response variable of interest is the recurrence-free failure time, which is the time from entry to the study until a recurrence of the cancer or death. The covariates that we considered include the tamoxifen treatment indicator, patient age, menopausal status, size and grade of the tumour, number of positive lymph nodes, progesterone and estrogen receptor status; more detailed descriptions of these variables can be found from [24] .
We fitted Weibull, log-logistic and log-normal AFT models with the available variables to the recurrence-free failure times. Table S1 shows the estimated regression coefficients, the corresponding standard errors and p-values for the covariates effects from fitting the three AFT models. We see that the inference results based on these three models differ much. For example, the p-values for age are 0.304, 0.07 and 0.062 respectively under the three models. We also see similar differences in the p-values for menopausal status. These differences show that the choice of model distribution has a significant impact on inference results. We first present the results of checking the three models by visually inspecting the shape of the cumulative hazard function of unmodified CS residuals, which is expected to be a straight line of unity slope and zero intercept if the fitted model is appropriate. Figure 9 displays the three cumulative hazard functions for the three AFT models. The lower parts of all of the three curves align pretty well with the straight line, with the curve of the log-normal model being a straighter than those of Weibull and log-normal models. However, we also see that the upper tails of these curves deviate significantly from the straight line, which is caused by a few large censored CS residuals. Therefore, it is hard to ascertain the agreements of the cumulative hazard functions with the straight line by visual checking. Furthermore, this visual checking for the overall GOF is insufficient for practical model diagnostics. We also want to perform conventional residual analysis for quantitatively measuring the GOF, for
identifying the nature of model departure, and for identifying outlier failure times. 
Cox−Snell Residuals
Cumulative Hazard Function
Cumulative Hazard Function
Cumulative Hazard FunctionWe applied the NRSP residual to check the GOF of the three AFT models. The panels in the first column of Figure   10 This conclusion agrees with the diagnostic result of inspecting the lower part of the cumulative hazard function of unmodified CS residuals ( Fig. 9 ). We have also evaluated the performance of the NMSP and deviance residuals for the breast cancer data. Figure S13 and S14 display the residuals plots and the QQ plots of the NMSP and deviance residuals.
We see that all of these residuals deviate from a normal distribution due to the censoring. Therefore, the NMSP and deviance residuals fail to distinguish the three AFT models and fail to confirm the good fit of the log-normal model to this dataset.
We further checked the GOFs of the three models for this dataset by applying the SW normality test to the NRSP residuals. One concern for using the NRSP residual method is the fluctuation in the residuals, caused by the randomization of the survival probabilities for the censored times. To remedy for the randomization, we generated 1000 realizations of the NRSP residuals for the same dataset, hence, 1000 replicated NRSP-SW p-values were produced for each model. The panels in the third column of Figure 10 We have also compared the model checking results based on the NRSP residuals to the model comparison results based on AICs. First, we want to clarify the difference between model checking and model comparison. AIC is a measure of the out-of-sample predictive performance of a model. None of a set of models may fit a dataset well, but one of them has the best predictive performance among the set of candidate models. That is, all models may be wrong but some of them are useful. Therefore, the model comparison alone is insufficient for model evaluation. However, the model with better predictive performance is believed to fit the dataset better. Therefore, it is still meaningful to compare the model comparison results based on AIC with the model checking results based on the NRSP residuals. Table 4 displays the AIC values of the three fitted AFT models. We see that the log-normal model yields the lowest AIC. The results based on checking the normality of the NRSP residuals also indicate that this model provides the best fit to the dataset. The orderings of the three models based on the AICs and the percentages of NRSP-SW p-values ≥ 0.05 are also the same.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of the model checking with the NRSP residuals.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed to use randomized survival probabilities (RSPs) to define residuals for regression with censored data. We have proved that RSPs always have the uniform distribution on (0, To increase the power of the model checking, specialized GOF tests and graphical tools are demanded to check each suspected discrepancy (eg, non-linear covariate effects, violation of PH assumption, and correlation structure in failure times, etc). We believe that the efforts for developing specialized quantitative and graphical checking tools based on RSPs will be more fruitful than based on unmodified or other modified survival probabilities because of the clearer characterization of the distribution of RSPs under the true model. 
O N L I N E S U P P L E M E N TA R Y M AT E R I A L S A FIGURES FOR NMSP AND DEVIANCE RESIDUALS
A.1 Additional Figures for Section 4.1
A.1.1 Performance of the NMSP Residuals in Detecting Mis-specification of Distribution Family
A.2 Additional Figures for Section 4.2
A.2.1 Performance of the NMSP Residuals in Detecting Mis-specified Functional Form of Covariate

